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ABSTRACT
Software engineers often face a critical test before landing a job—passing a technical interview. During these sessions, candidates must write code while thinking aloud as they work toward a solution to a problem under the watchful eye of an interviewer. While thinking aloud during technical interviews gives interviewers a picture of candidates' problem-solving ability, surprisingly, these types of interviews often prevent candidates from communicating their thought process effectively. To understand if poor performance related to interviewer presence can be reduced while preserving communication and technical skills, we introduce asynchronous technical interviews—where candidates submit recordings of think-aloud and coding. We compare this approach to traditional whiteboard interviews and find that, by eliminating interviewer supervision, asynchronous communication significantly improved the clarity of think-aloud via increased informativeness and reduced stress. Moreover, we discovered asynchronous technical interviews preserved, and in some cases even enhanced, technical problem-solving strategies and code quality. This work offers insight into asynchronous technical interviews as a design for supporting communication during interviews, and discusses trade-offs and guidelines for implementing this approach in software engineering hiring practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A technical interview is a specialized form of job interview [2] where software engineering candidates are tasked with writing code to solve programming problems while simultaneously performing a think-aloud, or providing a vocal explanation of their problem-solving approach to potential employers [35]. Think-aloud has a major impact on software engineering hiring decisions. According to tech consultant Scott Hanselman, interviewers often look for “thoughtfulness, analysis, patience, calm, and humility” in think-aloud [25]. In addition, Refael Zikavashvili, co-founder and CEO of Pramp—an online platform for practicing technical interviews—describes the significance of think-aloud stating, “more important than the solution is how [candidates] work at getting the solution.” Further, interview guides from companies like Google and Microsoft expect candidates to be able to “explain [their] thought process and decision making throughout the interview” [24] and “be prepared to share...the rationale behind your decisions” [36]. Thus, during technical interviews, candidates are evaluated on their ability to communicate their thought process, sometimes even more so than their coding skills [13].

Unfortunately, supervised think-aloud often has adverse and negative effects on problem-solving and communication ability [10, 51]. One interview candidate shared their struggle with think-aloud: “Thinking out loud ends up with me spending brain cycles on reflecting on how what I say must be registering with the interviewer and in addition there’s a fear of recognizing that I’ve gone down the wrong path and starting over...speaking takes more time [and] leads to self-consciousness” [12]. Another shared, “I made a few bugs I would never have made if I were concentrating solely on coding—honestly it’s so much harder for me to think aloud.” [30]. Further, supervised think-aloud allows for interruptions from interviewers, which can throw off candidates during their problem-solving process. Consider the following example from tech blogger Jesse Squires [43]: “I was familiar with the algorithm and could explain how it works conceptually. After only a few lines, the interviewer called out from behind me while comfortably sitting in his chair to make a joke that ‘you must must be writing a lot of Swift’ because I had accidentally omitted a few semicolons. That comment threw me off for the rest of our time...the rest of the hour or so in that room did not turn out well.” Rather than gaining visibility into candidates’ thought processes and problem-solving strategies, supervised think-aloud in technical interviews muddles and disturbs them. Instead of having a conversation with an interviewer—candidates report that it often feels like an interrogation.

Alternative formats for technical interviews exist. For example, Behroozi et al. [10] demonstrated that in private interviews—without supervised think-aloud—participants reported feeling at ease, having time to understand the problem and reflect on their solution. As a result, technical problem-solving performance was improved.
nearly two-fold. While private interviews have considerable advantages for candidates, such as reducing stress and improving technical problem-solving abilities, they lack the ability to foster think-aloud while solving the problem, which eliminates valuable information for interviewers in their evaluation of candidates. Fully private interviews without think-aloud inhibit interviewers from adequately evaluating potential employees, and thus have limited value in the hiring processes.

In this paper, we evaluate asynchronous technical interviews, where candidates submit audio and screencast recordings of themselves solving a technical interview coding problem and explaining their approach throughout the process without the interviewer(s) present (see Figure 1-a). This approach allows candidates to freely decide when and how to communicate about their thought process, while eliminating negative effects of supervision as achieved with private interviews. To this end, we conducted a study where we compare asynchronous technical interviews to synchronous whiteboard interviews, or a traditional technical interview setting with supervised think-aloud. The goal of our study is to understand whether asynchronicity can enhance think-aloud quality, while preserving technical performance.

To analyze asynchronous technical interviews, we evaluated candidates’ think-aloud and technical abilities through a retrospective evaluation of recorded screencasts without live observation. We found that communication ability and coding performance are both improved by eliminating interviewers’ direct supervision, and the clarity of think-aloud was significantly higher in asynchronously recorded session compared to traditional whiteboard interviews, while preserving technical solving performance. The contribution of this work is to elucidate the effects of interviewers’ direct supervision on candidates’ thought process communication ability. The implications of this work include several trade-offs to implementing asynchronous technical interviews and guidelines for more effective administrations of coding interviews.

2 METHODOLOGY

A technical interview is a hiring assessment that involves job-seeking candidates completing think-alouds and expressing technical skills in front of potential employers. To understand the impact of supervised think-aloud on technical interview performance, we compare traditional technical interview environments (our control) with asynchronous technical interviews (our treatment). In this section, we describe our research questions, experimental settings, and the data collected and analyzed to measure the differences of participants’ communication and coding abilities in each setting.

2.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses

To understand the impact of asynchronicity in technical interviews, we investigated the following research questions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1: What are the effects of asynchronous technical interviews on think-aloud performance?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To observe candidates’ thought process during hiring evaluations, interviewers ask them to think aloud while solving programming problems. Think-aloud, as a communication skill, is essential for evaluating candidates in technical interviews [13]. To investigate whether asynchronicity impacts the quality of candidates’ communication ability, we compared think-aloud informativeness and stress indicators in asynchronous technical interviews against traditional whiteboard interview settings with synchronous interviewer supervision. We speculate that asynchronous technical interviews are less stressful due to their ability to increase privacy for candidates and eliminate direct supervision [10]. Thus, we hypothesize that our approach will improve candidates’ think-aloud quality and reduce stress in vocalizations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ2: What are the effects of asynchronous technical interviews on technical ability?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical interviews also incorporate coding tasks to evaluate the programming skills and technical expertise of potential employees. We aim to discover if asynchronous technical interviews can improve think-aloud ability without negatively impacting the technical performance of candidates solving coding challenges. To measure technical ability, we observed problem-solving strategies identified as best practices for technical interviews and analyzed code quality using standard industry hiring evaluation metrics, namely correctness and optimality. We hypothesize that candidates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
will be able to maintain similar problem-solving strategies and produce comparable coding solutions to programming challenges in asynchronous and synchronous technical interview settings.

2.2 Participants

We retrieved data for our control group from the public whiteboardware Engineering course. Our treatment group sample consists of students who will be able to maintain similar problem-solving strategies and produce comparable coding solutions to programming challenges in asynchronous and synchronous technical interview settings.

2.3 Tasks

In work by Behroozi et al. [10], tasks are selected in such a way that it satisfies three main criteria: to be solvable within the time limit of the experiment; to demonstrate sufficient difficulty such that cognitive load can be induced while not being too trivial to solve; and to have ecological validity—the task should reflect actual technical interviews. In our evaluation, the study tasks selected maintain the same criteria. Table 1 shows the coding questions used for our interview tasks with descriptions of each problem. All of the tasks utilized in our study can be found in “Elements of Programming Interviews in Java” [2], a resource to help candidates prepare for technical interview with practice programming challenges. These questions are of a similar level of difficulty and represent a class of problems related to string manipulation and usage of arrays, stacks, or hash maps, which are fundamental Computer Science concepts commonly tested during technical interviews [2]. Furthermore, the problems contain a large solution space with multiple approaches, including brute force and more sophisticated approaches with different complexities, as shown in Table 2.

2.4 Procedure

2.4.1 Asynchronous Technical Interviews. For our treatment group, students were randomly assigned one of four coding problems in Table 1 (Q1-Q4) via email. Of the 24 randomly sampled submissions, nine subjects completed Q1, five completed Q2, six completed Q3, and four completed Q4. Each problem statement included example test cases, provided in Table 2, which indicated the expected program output given certain input values. Students were asked to provide a reasonable solution to their assigned task using pseudocode or a programming language of their choice on Collabedit, an online code editor with syntax highlighting but without a compiler to run the code. The assignment also stated that thought process communication and correctness of the solution were the most important criteria, while efficiency and syntax were secondary. Students were required to record their screen and voice while solving the problem (see Figure 1-a). However, participants were not allowed to consult other resources to complete their task, including but not limited to online resources, books, notes, and other people. To limit preparation for the coding problem beforehand, students signed up for a one-hour slot to perform their task, but they did not know their coding problem ahead of time. This information was emailed to them at the start of the time slot, and then students had to complete their coding assignment within one hour and upload their recorded screencast; otherwise, the submission would not be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 (Valid Parentheses)</td>
<td>Given a string s containing just the characters ‘(‘, ‘)’, ‘{’, ‘}’, ‘[‘ and ‘]’, determine if the input string is valid. An input string is valid if: 1- Open brackets must be closed by the same type of brackets. 2- Open brackets must be closed in the correct order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 (Jump)</td>
<td>Given an array of non-negative integers nums, you are initially positioned at the first index of the array. Each element in the array represents your maximum jump length at that position. Determine if you are able to reach the last index.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 (Increasing Subsequence)</td>
<td>Given an integer array nums, return the length of the longest strictly increasing subsequence. A subsequence is a sequence that can be derived from an array by deleting some or no elements without changing the order of the remaining elements. For example, [3,6,2,2,7] is a subsequence of the array [0,3,1,6,2,2,7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 (Rotate Array)</td>
<td>Given an array, rotate the array to the right by k steps, where k is non-negative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 (Longest Substring)</td>
<td>Given a string s, find the length of the longest substring without repeating characters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
considered valid. All participants were able to complete their tasks and upload their submissions within the allotted time slot.

2.4.2 Traditional Whiteboard Interviews. To investigate how supervised think-aloud impacts communication ability, we compared students’ submitted screencast recordings to data collected from Behroozi et al.’s [10] public whiteboard setting. The whiteboard setting resembled a traditional technical interview, where student participants stood at a whiteboard to complete a programming challenge (Q5) without knowledge of the problem beforehand, and performed a supervised think-aloud in front of an observing researcher (see Figure 1-b). Participants were similarly given sample test cases, prohibited from using external resources, and permitted to use any coding language. They had to complete the task within a 30 minute time limit, and were encouraged to verbalize their thought processes as if participating in a real job interview.

All participants who completed the technical interview task in the public whiteboard setting within the given time limit were included in this research experiment (n = 24). In each session, participants’ voice and work on the whiteboard were captured using head-mounted mobile eye-tracking devices and made available to the research team. In this study, we analyzed participant think-aloud and technical abilities in recordings and compared them against the data collected from our asynchronous technical interviews setting.

3 ANALYSIS

To test our hypotheses on the effects of asynchronicity on technical interview proficiency, we collected data observing think-aloud and technical performance of participants completing technical interview-related tasks in asynchronous and synchronous interview settings.

3.1 Measuring Think-Aloud

To answer RQ1, we analyzed think-aloud by examining communication quality while also observing speech patterns to identify possible sources of stress or cognitive load.

### Table 2: Sample Solution Approaches, Time Complexities, and Test Cases for Coding Problem Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Approaches’ Time Complexity</th>
<th>Test Case 1</th>
<th>Test Case 2</th>
<th>Test Case 3</th>
<th>Test Case 4</th>
<th>Test Case 5</th>
<th>Test Case 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4 Brute Force: O(n)</td>
<td>input: [1,2,3,4,5,6,7], 3 Output: [5,6,7,1,2,3,4]</td>
<td>input: [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,7], 6 Output: [23,45,67,7,7]</td>
<td>input: [-1,-100,3,99] Output: [28], 3</td>
<td>input: [28] Output: [50,51,52,53], 121</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 Sliding Window Optimized: O(n^2)</td>
<td>input: s = 'abcabcbb' Output: 3</td>
<td>input: s = 'bbbbb' Output: 1</td>
<td>input: s = 'pwkewkew' Output: 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.1 Quality

To evaluate think-aloud quality, we analyzed speech pattern informativeness and evaluated thoughts vocalized in the asynchronous and synchronous technical interview settings.

**Informativeness.** Think-aloud provides insight into candidates’ thought processes through communication between interviewees and interviewers. Yet, not all vocalized thoughts associated with problem-solving are worthy of communication, and verbalizing all thoughts is not the same as communicating the thought process. Furthermore, complex thought processes cause individuals to use more filler words, or non-informative vocalizations, to seem less stressed during uncertain pausing moments [1, 32].

To measure the informative parts of speech vocalized by participants in each setting, we extracted non-filler words using the Voice Activity Detector (VAD) module from Google’s open-source WebRTC module to convert speech to text. VAD utilizes a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to detect human voice in the presence of background noise—such as keyboard typing or marker noise while writing on a whiteboard. As the recordings contained relatively long periods of silence, we also removed silent moments by converting audio recordings in both settings into a 16 bit Pulse-code modulation (PCM). We then sent 30-millisecond long frames using a sliding window technique to VAD to filter out the frames that did not contain human voice. Finally, we used the Google Web Speech API to convert speech to text on each chunk in recordings.3

The Google Web Speech API considers vocalizations such as ‘um’ and ‘uh’ as silence. We considered the following list as additional common non-informative filler words: ‘so’, ‘huh’, ‘oh’, ‘okay’, ‘then’, ‘now’, ‘oops’, ‘yeah’, ‘yes’, ‘alright’, ‘sorry’, and ‘cool’. We filtered filler words out of candidates’ thought process text to evaluate their think-aloud. From the text generated for each participant, we calculated participants’ non-filler words rate ($\text{NF}_{\text{Rate}}$) as:

$$\text{NF}_{\text{Rate}} = \frac{N_F}{d},$$

3https://webrtc.org/
4https://w3c.github.io/speech-api/
5The Python script and the generated texts from audio recordings can be found here: https://zh.gy/iernmc
where, $NFT_i$ is the total number of non-filler words, and $d$ is the duration of the session in minutes.

**Thought Vocalization.** The ability for interviewees to clearly vocalize their thought process and problem-solving approach plays a major role in their technical interview performance, as companies evaluate prospective employees on the technical competency of coding solutions as well as their ability to communicate about it [20]. Indeed—an employment company—emphasizes the importance of communication during technical interviews and note think-alouds strongly factor into candidates getting a job offer [28].

To rate the thought vocalization of participants, two authors acted as evaluators to retroactively analyze audio recordings from both settings. A 5-point Likert scale ranking was implemented to assess the effectiveness of participants’ think-aloud during their interview—in the analysis, ratings of 4 or higher were considered effective, 3 or lower were considered ineffective. This scoring reflects the typical binary feedback candidates often get while completing technical interviews—hired or not hired. To evaluate participants’ think-aloud, we used criteria based on communication expectations during technical interviews from industry employers [21], including engagement, or the confidence and articulateness in which participants express their technical knowledge (i.e. how easy it was to follow), and smoothness, or the clarity and consistency of their think-aloud while solving the problem (i.e., avoiding long periods of silence). Then, the two coders came together to discuss their individual rankings and come to an agreement on the quality of participants’ think-aloud.

### 3.1.2 Stress

Speech can be affected by stress, a psychological state in response to task demand or fear [26]. To understand the impact of the technical interview setting on speech, we analyzed speech patterns, such as speech rate and the presence of stress cues.

**Speech Rate.** According to the National Center of Voice and Speech (NCVS), the average conversation rate for English speakers in the United States is approximately 150 words per minute. However, stressful conditions have been shown to impact human speech rate. For instance, stress can increase speech rate and word productivity in humans [14]. On the other hand, humans may slow their talking speed by adding pauses [23] or increasing usage of filler words [52] during stress-inducing activities, such as public speaking [53]. Research suggests secondary tasks, such as a technical interview problem-solving tasks, require attentional resources that impact the spatiotemporality of vocal systems and can reduce speech rate and fluency [5, 14, 17–19, 49].

To evaluate speech rate, we used VAD to convert the think-aloud verbalized by participants into text. We used these results to analyze audio recordings of interviews and measure the overall speech rate of participants in each setting, compiling the total number of words (non-filler and filler) uttered during think-aloud divided by the total duration of a particular session to complete the technical interview task. We anticipate participants in the traditional whiteboard setting will have discrepancies in rate of speech compared to those completing asynchronous technical interviews.

**Stress Cues.** Research shows activities such as public speaking induce anxiety in humans and impacts their speech [53]. The public nature of supervised think-aloud has also been shown as a source of stress, negatively impacting candidates’ communication ability and technical performances [10]. Further, studies suggest stress cues and speech can be perceived by listeners [22], which may impact the reaction and synthesis of information acquired by the audience.

To measure stress cues in speech, we collected one-minute samples from the beginning, middle, and the end of each voice recording. To avoid biased evaluations, the raters were blinded from the interview condition and evaluated 144 generated one-minute voice samples that were randomized to prevent recognition of participants and the setting. Two authors of this paper independently evaluated the extent of stress in participants’ voice using a 5-point Likert scale (1 being Not at All Stressed and 5 being Extremely Stressed). Then, they reported voice features that influenced their perception of participants’ stress during think-aloud. The common features taken into consideration were: shortness of breath, mouth dryness, shaky voice, faster or slower than normal rate of talking, higher or lower than normal voice pitch, and usage of non-informative filler words. We categorized participants with Likert rankings of three or less “not stressed” and rankings of four or five as “stressed”.

### 3.2 Measuring Technical Performance

To answer RQ2, we observed technical aspects of interviews including problem-solving strategies and solutions’ code quality.

**3.2.1 Problem-Solving Strategies.** To study problem-solving strategies, we analyzed participants’ adoption of beneficial technical interview activities before and after programming. These best practices were derived from hiring teams, programming blogs, and resources to help users prepare for interviews.

**Defining Approach Before Coding.** This strategy refers to technical interview candidates outlining their approach to solving a programming challenge question before starting to write code. During technical interviews, planning and explaining the approach to solve a coding problem before starting to code provides benefits for participants. For example, freeCodeCamp recommends interviewees should “communicate your approach to the interviewer even before you start to code” [45] to validate the approach with hiring managers, FullStack Academy notes describing approaches before coding provides insight into your thought process and increases understanding for interviewers [52], and Scaler suggests large tech companies like Google, Amazon, and Facebook are looking for candidates with “the patience and intellect to analyze the problem at hand thoroughly before jumping into providing a solution” [42].

To analyze this in our study, we observed recordings to determine whether participants clearly explained their approach before starting the problem-solving process with code or pseudocode in each setting. We investigated participant recordings to analyze their think-aloud and determine when they began to write code for their assigned problem. Participants who provided a preliminary algorithm to approach the problem before starting to write the program, even if their algorithm changed during the actual coding, were indicated to have adopted this problem-solving strategy.

**Checking Code Against Test Cases.** After completing the code for technical interview programming questions, resources indicate interviewees should test their solution to validate their approach. In general, testing is vital for ensuring software works
correctly [50]. Testing is also an important step for validating solutions during technical interviews. For example, Tech Interview Coach and Google Software Engineer Anthony D. Mays argues testing is something interviewees should “always” and “absolutely need to do” during technical interviews [34]. Similarly, Ibrahim Irfan—a former developer at Google and Facebook and co-founder of the Superpowered app\(^6\)—emphasizes the importance of testing your code during interviews stating, “The biggest piece of advice I can give you here is to test your code, not your algorithm. Go through the exact code you wrote down. This is especially important in whiteboard interviews where you can’t run your code” [29].

To explore the impact of interview settings on participants’ testing their solution against test cases, we manually analyzed interview recordings to observe whether subjects tested their solution with at least one of the provided test cases after completing an initial solution to the programming question. Those that went through an input and produced an output value to verify their approach after completing a solution were regarded as implementing this technical interview problem-solving strategy, regardless of whether or not their solution was correct.

3.2.2 Code Quality. To evaluate code quality, we used industry standards for evaluating candidates. Specifically, we measured the correctness and complexity of participants’ solution to ensure asynchronous technical interviews sustain technical performance.

Correctness. We evaluated participant code solutions in each setting with the specific test cases provided to participants. Table 2 summarizes the coding questions along with the test cases used to evaluate solutions. The screencast participant solutions were evaluated on test cases based on their randomly assigned question from Q1-Q4, while the whiteboard participants from Behroozi et al’s study were evaluated against Q5 (see Table 1). To analyze program correctness, we manually translated all of the solutions from each setting into program code, filling in incomplete or incorrect syntax when necessary. Then, we executed the programs with the given input values to determine if the output of the code matched the expected output of the test cases provided. We scored participants in each setting based on the percentage of test cases passed out of the total number of test cases to indicate how well completed solutions met the requirements of the original problem.

Optimality. Although we did not require an optimal solution, we did examine the programs submitted by participants in each setting to determine their performance based on runtime complexity, or the amount of computer time necessary to run an algorithm. For example, a program using two nested for loops iterating through each value in an array would have an \(O(n^2)\) runtime complexity. The runtime complexities for potential solutions to the programming questions participants completed for the study are available in Table 2. To analyze the complexity of solutions, we converted solutions provided by participants into executable code and analyzed the time complexity of programs by observing the data structures and algorithms utilized. In general, employers expect efficient code with low complexity during technical interviews [35]. Thus, we evaluate optimality as a metric to determine the number of participants who provided the most optimal solution in each setting.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Impact on Think-Aloud

4.1.1 Communication Quality.

Informativeness. We found participants in the traditional whiteboard interview setting were much less articulate based on higher usage of non-informative words in their vocalizations. Using the informativeness formula in Equation 1, which calculates the rate of non-formative words, we found the average rate of informativeness was 63.73 for whiteboard participants compared to 75.54 for participants in the screencast setting. This indicates that candidates in the asynchronous setting uttered less filler words and their speech contained more substantial statements. Further, a Mann–Whitney \(U\) test found the difference between the rate of non-filler words usage per minute to be significant between the two interview settings (\(U=203.0, p=0.041, d=0.647\)), as presented in Figure 2. Thus, we conclude the overall informativeness of participants’ think-aloud was higher in asynchronous technical interviews than in the traditional whiteboard interview setting.

![Figure 2: Non-filler words rate in synchronous (whiteboard) and asynchronous (screencast) interview settings](image)

\(\text{informativeness} = \frac{\text{number of filler words}}{\text{total words}}\)

\(\text{Informativeness} = \frac{n_2}{n_1 + n_2}\)

Thought Vocalization. Participants in the asynchronous setting were more often rated as effective, 83% (\(n = 20\)) compared with 54% (\(n = 13\)). Furthermore, approximately 88% (\(n = 21\)) of asynchronous technical interviews think-aloud sessions were categorized as engaging and 79% (\(n = 19\)) walked through their process smoothly. However, of the whiteboard participant thought vocalizations, only 58% (\(n = 14\)) were considered engaging and 67% (\(n = 16\)) smooth. The differences in effectiveness ratings were significantly different (\(\chi^2 = 4.75, p = 0.0292\)). Overall, we find that asynchronous interview participants communicated their thoughts significantly more effectively than those in the traditional whiteboard setting.

4.1.2 Stress.

Speech Rate. Generally, participants in the whiteboard setting used fewer words and a slower speech rate to communicate compared to those using screencast recordings. We found the speech rate of asynchronous participants was approximately 81.00 words
per minute compared to 69.40 for whiteboard participants, indicating increased pauses and cognitive load. We also found the talking rate of participants was significantly slower in the whiteboard setting ($U=204.0, p=0.043, d=0.615$). In whiteboard settings, not only is information being transformed at a slower rate, this slower rate is consistent with higher cognitive load and stress levels.

**Stress Cues.** We found 86.36% ($n=19$) of the 22 one-minute samples labeled as stressed were from participants in the whiteboard setting. Further, we observed that 25% ($n=6$) of participants in the whiteboard setting were categorized as stressed in their overall think-aloud, while none of the screencast participants were considered to exude stress cues in their thought process vocalizations. The difference of perceived stress from voice was statistically significant between the settings ($\chi^2 = 6.857, p = 0.0088$), indicating that supervised think-aloud during technical interviews had a major impact on communication ability and perceivable stress levels.

### 4.2 Impact on Technical Performance

#### 4.2.1 Problem-Solving Strategies

**Defining Approach Before Coding.** We observed 42% ($n=10$) of the screencast participants explained their approach before starting to code, while only 25% ($n=6$) did so in the whiteboard setting. This indicates, on average, participants completing the technical interviews with private screencasts were able to plan and describe their approach more effectively. While we observed a large effect size, using a chi-squared we found no statistical difference between students defining their approach in the screencast and whiteboard settings ($\chi^2 = 1.5, p = 0.220671$).

**Checking the Code Against Test Cases.** Overall, we found 50% ($n=12$) of screencast participants tested their solutions against the provided input to validate the correctness of their solution to technical interview problems. However, only five out of the 24 participants (21%) did so in the public whiteboard setting. These results also show that the number of participants who checked their solution was significantly higher in the screencast setting compared to the whiteboard setting ($\chi^2 = 4.463, p = 0.034637$). Thus, interviewees in this setting may be more likely to evaluate their solution against test cases, contributing to higher success rates for participants solving programming questions in this environment.

#### 4.2.2 Code Quality

**Correctness.** Participants in the whiteboard interview setting received significantly lower scores on their solutions. On average, participants in the whiteboard setting covered 52.7%±43% of the test cases, while the asynchronous technical interview participants passed 79.4%±24.3%. Table 3 presents the scoring rate of test cases passed for participants in the asynchronous and synchronous technical interview settings. A Mann–Whitney U test showed the difference to be significant ($U=197.5, p=0.025, d=0.748$). It is also notable that none of the participants in the asynchronous technical interviews setting failed all of the provided test cases for their task, while 29% of participants in the traditional whiteboard setting failed to pass a single test case for their problem. To that end, we believe asynchronous technical interviews actually improved technical skills for participants without the presence of an interviewer.

**Optimality.** We found that 75% ($n=18$) of the screencast participants provided the most optimal algorithm for solving the assigned coding question. Comparatively, only 13% ($n=3$) of participants in the traditional whiteboard interview setting provided the most optimal solution, with the majority of the synchronous interview participants submitting a sub-optimal or invalid solution to the programming problem. The task performance results for optimality of coding solutions for all participants can be seen in Table 3. The difference in solution complexity between asynchronous and synchronous interview participants is statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 19.40476, p < 0.0001$).

### 5 LIMITATIONS

The primary goal of the study was to evaluate the impact of an intervention on think-aloud. However, there are also several threats to validity that must be considered when interpreting results.

#### 5.1 Construct Validity

Human perception in evaluating think-aloud quality and stress cues can be limited and biased. We mitigated bias by sampling from different parts of sessions, shuffling the voice samples, using independent rating, and choosing raters from differing genders (male and female). Furthermore, while human perception is limited in making these judgements, in practice, these limitations are mirrored by real interviewers who also use human judgement in evaluating candidate’s performance. While our task performance measures were drawn from industry settings, our criteria for rating may differ from how raters across different companies may interpret and apply interview criteria [21].

#### 5.2 Internal Validity

The procedure we used to study think-aloud may influence what conclusions we can draw. Our interview settings may have underestimated the amount of pressure candidates face when performing a high-stakes problem-solving task. For example, real whiteboard technical interviews might even have higher stress and lower communication efficacy in practice. In addition, the different nature of the interview settings limits direct comparison on certain measures. For example, the coding problems may have had different levels of difficulty, thus limiting our ability to draw conclusions based on measures such as time or correctness. To address this limitation, we selected other task performance metrics that would generalize across problems, such as using deliberate strategies and test case verification. As a result, we made an explicit trade-off to focus on observing communication ability in a variety of settings at the cost of having a limited ability to compare task performance.

#### 5.3 External Validity

We have only examined this impact in the context of a limited set of coding challenges from participants at one university. While many students participate in technical interviews, they may not represent other developers on the job market [41], who may perform differently in interview settings. Moreover, the measurements of stress related to speech are biased against a variety of participant backgrounds, and we acknowledge our efforts are primarily based on a Western and neurotypical perspective. To mitigate this, we
attempted to recruit a diverse sample of participants and a diverse team of evaluators. However, our results may not generalize to all candidates completing technical interviews. For future work, a larger collection of studies, including participation from industry professionals and active software engineering job seekers, would be valuable in establishing the generalizability of these results.

6 DISCUSSION

Our findings demonstrate that asynchronous technical interviews have considerable advantages for candidates, including improving their think-aloud quality (Section 4.1.1) and reducing stress (Section 4.1.2), allowing more accurate communication about their problem-solving abilities. Further, we found asynchronicity improved technical performance by helping candidates adopt better problem-solving strategies (section 4.2.1) and produce more correct problem-solving sessions to be retroactively reviewed by potential employers. In contrast to private interviews, we believe this approach can enhance technical interview processes by allowing employers to have a more accurate evaluation of candidates’ thought processes and coding abilities.

However, we recognize naively incorporating asynchronous technical interviews into current software engineering hiring processes is not feasible without further consideration. For instance, contemplating potential communication and ethical concerns as well as other trade-offs to implementing this approach in industry. To that end, we aim to provide guidelines for improving think-aloud quality and while preserving technical performance during technical interviews based on our results.

6.1 Communication Trade-offs

To navigate the tension between facilitating candidate privacy and asynchronicity in our approach while maintaining the necessary interviewer-interviewee interactions during technical interviews, we discuss trade-offs and offer tactics for incorporating these concepts into the communication and technical aspects of software engineering hiring processes.

6.1.1 Follow-up questions. One potential concern with removing synchronous communication during technical interviews is the loss of dialogue between interviewers and interviewees. In asynchronous technical interviews, candidates submit recordings of problem-solving sessions to be retroactively reviewed by potential employers. While this significantly improves communication and technical aspects of candidates’ interview performance, this approach critically removes the opportunity for the interviewer to ask prospective employees follow-up questions during interviews, such as asking about alternative approaches or discussing the motivation behind a particular design decision.
Guidelines. Our results show that asynchroncity enhanced candidates’ communication ability by significantly increasing informativeness and effectiveness while reducing stress. However, additional modifications to asynchronous technical interviews can accommodate further dialogue to gain increased insight into candidates’ problem-solving approaches. For example, when reviewing a recording, interviewers can add comments or questions at specific points in the video, which can then be clarified by the author retroactively. Another approach might involve providing additional guidelines to candidates up front with the coding problem about what should be discussed, such as identifying deficiencies with solution or describing alternative approaches. These guidelines could even be interspersed, such that the candidate must submit the recording first, and then submit a second recording that includes answers to the follow-up questions.

6.1.2 Soft Skills and Company Evaluations. Further, the asynchronic nature of our approach prevents interviewers from evaluating candidates’ soft skills, or the non-technical and interpersonal abilities of potential employees particular contexts [27], which are crucial for software engineering work [33]. For example, asynchronous technical interviews employers are unable to inquire and learn more about interviewees’ background, experiences, personality, and character to determine their fit for the role. From candidates’ perspectives, asynchronous technical interviews prohibits interviewees from asking questions to interviewers to evaluate company culture and expected responsibilities for the role. Similar to how employers evaluate the soft skills of candidates to determine their fit for development teams, these conversations also play a vital role for job seekers to make decisions about culture fit for company’s if offered a position.

Guidelines. To incorporate soft skills and company evaluations with asynchronous technical interviews, we suggest employers vary interview types throughout the software engineering hiring pipeline. Think-aloud is often used to gauge candidates’ ability to clearly communicate and perform a problem-solving walk-through [21]—however, this is often wrongly conflated with evaluating soft skills. Instead, we argue that an asynchronous approach would allow for assessment of a problem-solving walk-through while separate traditional behavioral interviews or high-level design questions would be more appropriate for assessing soft skills and team fit. For example, at Netflix, some interviewers incorporate a short technical presentation on any topic as part of the interview process. Further, separate sessions could be used for candidates to learn about the culture of organizations and expectations for roles. Thus, by including various types of interview formats in a hiring pipeline, a more complete, accurate, and fair assessment of candidates can be obtained.

6.2 Ethical Trade-offs

Incorporating privacy and asynchronicity into technical interview processes could also introduce ethical dilemmas. We introduce several moral predicaments for both employers and candidates, and provide guidelines to prevent dishonesty and corruption from implementing asynchronous technical interviews in software engineering hiring processes.

6.2.1 Cheating. One complication of integrating asynchronicity into technical interviews is the potential for candidates to cheat. We found that removing evaluator presence significantly improved candidates’ technical performance—leading participants to produce more precise and optimal code. However, without synchronous interviewer supervision it would be difficult to prevent interviewees from potentially looking up answers or using external resources while solving programming challenges. Cheating ultimately inhibits employers from getting an accurate evaluation of candidates’ knowledge, skills, and abilities to make hiring decisions.

Guidelines. To prevent cheating in asynchronous technical interviews, we suggest formatting hiring evaluations to better reflect realistic job settings. For instance, one software engineer declares “I have a confession to make. I cheat at my job. I cheat all day, every day...I found this website called Stack Overflow that has so many answers to problems I run in to. Sometimes I’ll just copy the code directly from the site, without typing it out again myself! Sometimes I even just walk up to colleagues and straight up ask them for help with a problem” [40]. With screen recording, employers have the ability to view all resources utilized by interviewees during coding tasks, in addition to observing their problem-solving abilities. Thus, we posit incorporating actual software engineering affordances into technical interviews, including permitting the use of external resources, can mitigate the impact of cheating in technical interviews and enhance how candidates are evaluated and assessed for software engineering positions.

6.2.2 Invasion of Privacy. Another ethical trade-off for asynchronous technical interviews is, despite the increase in privacy for candidates, an invasion of candidate privacy by employers. For instance, with recent shifts to online education, online proctoring systems such as Proctorio have been employed to prevent cheating by monitoring students completing work remotely and without in-person supervision from teachers. However, users frequently question the legality of Proctorio and claim the system violates privacy rights with features such as browser locking and webcam access—leading to outcries from students, instructors, and privacy advocacy groups [4]. Similar practices have been implemented in software engineering hiring processes. For example, Amazon has used ProctorU, another online proctoring platform, during online job assessments to gain access to interviewees’ microphone, mouse, webcam, and browser to obstruct online activity, shut down running applications, block screenshots, and track head, eye, and mouth movements [31]. One candidate blogged about their Amazon software development engineer interview experience, noting “the normalization of privacy violation has never felt more real” [39].

Guidelines. Our recommendation is that employers balance their needs to verify and observe a candidate’s knowledge and skills without overreaching. One way forward is to build trust into the process. For instance, some companies have transitioned to using “mini-workday” interviews, where candidates are given a scoped project that can be accomplished within a given period of time for submission. While these “day in the life” evaluations eliminate think-aloud, they give candidates a sense of common tasks in the target
role and provide employers with a chance to see how the candidate would perform and if they are a good fit for the position [46]. Another way to allow for interactions without the pressure of direct supervision is by incorporating collaboration in interviews through processes such as pair programming, where candidates and employers work together to complete programming challenge. Pair programming is a common industry practice that provides many benefits to development teams [11], and may also give a better assessment of candidates’ communication and technical abilities while providing an idea of how they work in team environments.

6.3 Other Considerations

6.3.1 Time commitment. Finding qualified candidates is a substantial investment, and hidden costs spent on interviewing and evaluating candidates quickly add up [16]. In communications with CoderPad, a popular online platform for live coding interviews, a common concern with interviewers across companies is the raw time they have to spend with candidates is highly disruptive to the workweek—an engineer can be involved in as many as 3–7 interviews a week. Likewise, for candidates the amount of practice, and sheer number of interviews they must undergo can involve many months of work—leading to biased assessments and frustration for software engineers on the job market [8]. Overall, the traditional interview process requires huge time commitments from both parties, while yielding a low placement rate.

Guidelines. Asynchronous technical interviews offer a unique opportunity to reduce effort and time involved in technical interviews. If support for asynchronous technical interviews is integrated into online platforms, such as CoderPad, then several opportunities for automation and time-saving could be gained. First, automated testing of code could filter out low-performing candidates, allowing for manual effort to be focused on more promising candidates. Second, automated annotation of the recording (e.g., marking audio hotspots) could guide interviewers to salient parts of the interview to review or revisit. Finally, for candidates, a few recorded asynchronous technical interviews in a centralized platform could be used to apply to multiple positions rather than performing each interview manually. Thus, a candidate would be able to maintain a live portfolio of their problem-solving process rather than having to demonstrate these endlessly per interview.

6.3.2 Relationship to other assessments. Finally, it is worth considering how asynchronous technical interviews fit in relationship to other common interview formats. In addition to traditional whiteboard interviews, other hiring assessment formats such take-home tests and coding quizzes also exist.

The closest assessments to asynchronous technical interviews are take-home tests, with a few critical differences. In a take-home test, a coding problem is assigned to a candidate to be completed within a certain time frame, and then returned to the interviewer by a deadline [46]. For example, in a recent take-home test provided by GitHub, a candidate was asked to implement a basic REST API for data storage and create a well-formatted pull request within 5 hours of starting the task—the amount of time allocated was not advertised ahead of time. Similarly, AutoIterative offers take-home tests where candidates have two weeks to develop a feature in a production environment, correct against edge cases, and optimize their solution and performance score. Take-home tests are often lauded for their realistic task settings, and companies implementing similar practices are praised for “hiring without whiteboards” [44]; however, common complaints from candidates include the longer time commitment required [48], and interviewers are unable to assess communication skills via think-aloud. Further, quizzes remove interactions between interviewers and interviewees while assessing candidates’ knowledge and abilities in unrealistic software engineering environments. Asynchronous technical interviews offer a mechanism for candidates to demonstrate their problem-solving and communication skills within a shorter time period.

7 RELATED WORK

The work by Behroozi et al. [6, 7, 10] is the closest related work in terms of research goals and methodology. Using head-mounted eye trackers, Behroozi and colleagues conducted a controlled study with 48 participants split into two groups, with one group solving one problem on whiteboard attended by a proctor, and another group solving the same problem without a proctor in a private room. The results showed that participants in the private interview had lower cognitive load, lower stress levels, and achieved more optimal solutions and higher problem-solving scores. Our work complements this research by comparing another interview format and considers other criteria essential in a technical interview. Another closely related paper [37] also examined speech and other features, such as facial expressions, during interviews. However, their work was done in the context of predicting candidate performance in behavioral interviews, whereas our work focuses on understanding how the interview setting influences performance.

Other researchers have studied technical interviews more broadly. Matturro et al. [33] reported 30 skills essential to software engineering positions. According to them, the top-five soft skills are: communication skills, teamwork, analytical and problem-solving skills, organizational skills, and interpersonal skills. Ford and colleagues [21] conducted a study from the perspective of hiring managers and university students participating in mock technical interviews. The study identified a mismatch between candidates’ expectations of what interviewers assess and what they actually look for in a candidate. Behroozi and colleagues [8] conducted a qualitative study on comments posted on Hacker News, a social network for software practitioners, to derive concerns about hiring processes. In a closely related study, they investigated software engineering candidates’ experiences in the hiring pipeline through qualitative analysis of posts on Glassdoor—a job review website [9]. Their findings pinpoint poor practices in the hiring processes of software companies. Researchers have also investigated challenges faced by disadvantaged and low-resource job seekers [5, 38], the effectiveness of resources such as online career mentoring [47], and alternative job seeking interventions, such as speed dating [15].

https://coderpad.io/
https://autoiterative.com/
https://news.ycombinator.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/
8 CONCLUSION

Supervised think-aloud in technical interviews unnaturally synchronizes problem-solving with communication. The result is a forced and stressful interaction where less information is conveyed and with more harm inflicted on technical solving ability. Our paper describes an alternative method for evaluating the communication ability of a candidate in a technical interview—asynchronous technical interviews. Our results show that an asynchronous interview setting has considerable advantages for candidates, including improving their think-aloud quality, reducing stress, and allowing a more accurate assessment of their coding and problem-solving abilities. To that end, we posit several trade-offs and guidelines for incorporating asynchrony in technical interviews.
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